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The RFX-mod device has been recently operated as a Tokamak with circular and shaped 

plasmas [1]. After preliminary assessment of plasma shape and position controller, the 

operations were focused to increase the plasma performances towards the H-mode regime. 

Thus experimental campaigns spanning different plasma regimes, from the naturally low-β to 

the edge biasing induced H-mode plasma [2], were performed in the last year. The availability 

of linearized plasma response models of each new configuration achieved may be valuable for 

prediction and possible improvement of controller performances. The analysis led to the 

development of a general iterative procedure for the production of accurate plasma linearized 

models for different experimental conditions by using the CREATE-L code [3]. The RFX-mod 

shape controller can therefore be assessed and tuned by means of these linearized models 

covering a wide class of plasma configurations. Furthermore the models can be used to improve 

the calibration of the magnetic diagnostics involved in the experiment. From this starting point 

a further more detailed modelling activity with increasing level of complexity can be addressed 

by taking into account the 3D volumetric wall effects by means of CarMa0 code [4] and 

non-linear time evolution of the entire plasma discharge with 3D wall by using the evolutionary 

non-linear code CarMa0NL [5].  
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